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Savant announces a partnership with USAI Lighting to provide installers with residentially
focused end-to-end lighting solutions comprised of 6 popular product families encompassing
"hundreds" of fixture options.

  

The collaboration between Savant and USAI Lighting is focused on the configuration and
control of tunable white and WRGB lighting. Savant TrueImage technology allows users to
experience virtual lights in any room from photographs taken and stored on mobile devices.
Users can easily change dimming levels, temperatures and WRGB colours via phone, tablet,
Savant touchscreen and Pro Remote, as well as Savant Scene access via voice command.

  

Savant and USAI Lighting will use the Savant screen engine and USAI Lighting colour research
to serve up pre-defined light colour and scene content installers can either implement as is or
adjust according to personal preference and project design.

      

According to the two companies, the combination of tunable white light light and WRGB
technologies with intelligent automation will alow not only the setting of lights to certain levels
and colour temperatures based on executed scenes, but also allow for a single room or even
whole home to be put on a default circadian rhythm mode. Light affects the "internal clock"
ensuring we are alert during the day and sleepy at night, and mimicking the natural lighting
rhythm through smart lighting promises to mitigate circadian disruption, promoting wellness.

  

“Our partnership with USAI Lighting represents another vital piece of Savant’s forward-thinking
strategy that includes lighting, climate, energy management, entertainment and a broad range
of smart home functionality,” the company adds. “Savant enables these advanced technologies
to work effortlessly together, providing enhanced lifestyle, environmental responsibility and
wellness for the luxury home.”
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Go Savant Partners With USAI Lighting to Deliver Next Generation LED Lighting Experience 
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https://www.savant.com/node/2273101

